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ABSTRACT
The Online Bipartite Matching Problem is a well studied problem in theoretical com-
puter science that models several real world applications including online investment, kidney
transplantation, aviation security passenger screening, and enhanced Ebola entry screening.
However, the original version of the problem is too simplistic to cover many real world ap-
plications. Therefore it is common to consider variations of the problem that more closely
model the target application.
This thesis considers two variations of the problem motivated by aviation security passen-
ger screening. The first, known as the online total bipartite matching problem, is a variation
in which jobs must be assigned to some worker regardless of whether or not it is adjacent to
an available worker. Tight upper and lower bounds are given for the general version of this
problem, along with 1-competitive algorithm for a special case of the problem.
The second variation begins with the well known Stochastic Sequential Assignment Prob-
lem, which is a variation of the Online Bipartite Matching problem in which edge weights
are calculated as the product of a job value and worker value. It extends this to the Reusable
Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem, in which workers can be reused after they finish
processing a job. We consider both the stochastic and random arrival model and provide
algorithms with constant approximation ratios when job lengths are constant.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The Online Bipartite Matching Problem (OBMP) is defined by a finite (known) number
of workers and a finite number of sequentially arriving jobs. Every job-worker pair has an
associated reward that is earned when that job is assigned to that worker. The objective is
to assign each job to a worker so as to maximize the total reward.
The model of bipartite online matching embraces a broad area of research and application
scenarios, such as online investment [1], kidney transplantation [2], aviation security passen-
ger screening [3], and enhanced Ebola entry screening [4]. The problem is first defined in
[5], which gives both a 1/2-competitive deterministic algorithm and a 1 − 1/e-competitive
randomized algorithm and shows that these are optimal. However, many of these applica-
tions are not directly modeled by OBMP as stated, and so these results cannot often not
be directly applied to real world problems. Therefore, it is important to consider variations
that bring us closer to more accurately modeling real world situations. Several variations
of Online Bipartite Matching have already been studied. For example, [6] shows that it
is impossible to improve upon the 1/2-competitive deterministic and 1 − 1/e-competitive
randomized algorithm when jobs are revealed in blocks of size at most o(n). [7] considers
a version of OBMP where jobs are drawn from a known independent and identically dis-
tributed (iid) distribution, and gives an algorithm with competitive ratio better than 1−1/e
in this model. Several others ([8, 9, 10, 11]) have explored this variation of the problem fur-
ther. [12] and [13] introduce different types of weighted models for this problem. Newer
results such as [14], [15], [16], and [17] have considered other variations of online bipartite
matching. For a more complete survey of work on similar types of matching problems, see
[18].
We will examine two variations of the problem motivated by aviation security passenger
screening. Aviation security passenger screening has previously been modeled by a variation
of OBMP known as the Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem (SSAP) [19]. In SSAP,
workers are associated with known values, and incoming jobs have values drawn from an iid
distribution. The product of these values for a given job-worker pair is the weight of the
associated edge.
Similarly to the standard OBMP problem, several SSAP variations have been previously
studied. [20] provides optimal policies for SSAP with random arrival times and discounted
rewards under different arrival distributions and various discount functions. [21] consider
SSAP with a random number of arriving jobs. They propose optimal policies using an
auxiliary SSAP instance for two cases: the total number of arriving jobs is unknown but
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finite; and the total number of arriving jobs can be infinite. [22] considers SSAP with the
distributions of two successive job values governed by a Markov chain. [23] relaxes this
Markov chain assumption and considers SSAP with the distributions of two successive job
values governed by a partially observable Markov chain. [24] considers SSAP where the
distributions of successive job values are not necessarily independent. [25] consider an SSAP
with binary eligibility vectors. Another SSAP extension is the multi-objective SSAP, where
the objective is to maximize several objective functions simultaneously. [26] analyze a bi-
objective multi-criteria Secretary Problem, a special class of SSAP, and propose an algorithm
for generating the complete set of Pareto optimal policies by combining the optimal policy
of SSAP and the weighted sum method.
In the context of aviation screening, workers model screening checkpoints that have a
known security value, and jobs model passengers that have an estimated risk value that is
revealed upon arrival. [27] uses SSAP to study the Sequential Stochastic Security Design
Problem (SSSDP), which maximizes the system security over a finite-time horizon based on
passenger risks and security parameters. [28] introduces the Sequential Stochastic Passenger
Screening Problem (SSPSP), which optimally assigns (in real-time) passengers to security
resources. [29] uses a discrete time difference equation to model passenger assignment in
real-time. [30] introduces the multi-stage sequential passenger screening problem (MSPSP)
for passenger screening, with real-time updates to perceived passenger risk.
The first challenge in using SSAP to model aviation security passenger screening systems
that we will consider is how performance is measured. In particular, the objective function
captures the expected total reward, which is an overall system performance measure. It
does not measure the impact on individual passenger screening. In many situations, it is
important to ensure that the security screening procedure assigned to each passenger is
consistent with their perceived risk. These situations can be modeled by an unweighted
OBMP instance in which there is an edge between a passenger and a screening procedure if
the screening procedure meets the security threshold needed for the passenger’s risk level.
However, in traditional OBMP, jobs can be discarded and not assigned to any worker. In
an aviation security setting, this is unacceptable, since it translates to allowing a passenger
to pass through security without any screening. To address this problem we introduce the
Online Total Bipartite Matching problem (OTBMP), in which each job must be assigned to
a worker, even if there are no available edges.
We also separately address a second problem that occurs when trying to use SSAP to
model passenger screening is that of resuability. In particular, in the case of passenger
screening checkpoint can generally be reused once it has finished processing a passenger.
However, current SSAP literature generally only considers the case where workers, once
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assigned to a job, are no longer available for the remainder of the input stream. To address
problem, we introduce the Reusable Sequential Stochastic Assignment Problem (RSSAP),
in which workers can be reused after they have finished processing a job.
Our results are organized in the following manner: Chapter 2 formally introduces the
Online Total Bipartite Matching problem. It then provides tight lower and upper bounds
for both the most general versions of the problem as well as special cases that more closely
model aviation security passenger screening. Chapter 3 introduces the Reusable Sequential
Stochastic Assignment Problem, and provides constant approximation ratios both when
arrivals are IID and when they are adversarially chosen but have a random arrival order.
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CHAPTER 2: ONLINE TOTAL BIPARTITE MATCHING PROBLEM
This chapter introduces a variation of the unweighted OBMP, titled the Online Total Bi-
partite Matching Problem (OTBMP). Recall that in standard OBMP, jobs can be discarded
rather than assigned to a worker. In OTBMP, each job must be assigned to a worker, even if
there are no available edges. This chapter begins by formally describing OTBMP in Section
2.1. Section 2.2 gives assignment policies for the most general version of OTBMP and shows
that no randomized policy has constant competitive ratio. However, it often makes sense
to consider restricted instances that allow us to do better than the given lower bounds. In
particular, it is often the case that workers can be ordered by their ability, and any worker
that can complete a more difficult job can also complete a less difficult one. We refer to
this property as order preserving. Section 2.3 considers the assignment policy which assigns
each arriving job to the least capable worker that can successfully complete that job and
shows that this assignment policy is optimal for OTBMP instances with the order preserving
property. In addition, it identifies the most general condition under which the given policy
is guaranteed to be optimal.
2.1 OTBMP FORMULATION
In the online bipartite matching problem, we start with a known worker set, and a known
set from which jobs can be drawn. Jobs arrive one at a time, and upon arrival, must be
assigned to some worker or discarded. The goal is to maximize the total weight of the
assignments.
In this chapter, we introduce the Online Total Bipartite Matching Problem (or OTBMP),
in which vertices cannot be discarded. Formally, consider an (X , P )-partite graph (known
as the underlying graph) with both X (the universe of jobs) and P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} (the
set of workers) known in advance. Edges are defined by a weight function w : X × P → R,
which is also known in advance. Jobs arrive sequentially in the order X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
where xi ∈X for all i; we say that round i begins when job xi arrives and ends when job xi+1
arrives. The job xi must be assigned to an available worker prior to the next job’s arrival.
In particular, this means an assignment must be made before the rest of the sequence is
known. Once a job is assigned to a worker, its assignment cannot be changed. In addition,
only one job can be assigned to each worker. The goal is to assign workers to jobs so as to
maximize





where σ(xi) is the worker to which job xi is assigned. This chapter will only consider the
unweighted version of the problem, that is, we require that w(xi, pj) ∈ {0, 1} for all xi ∈X
and pj ∈ P . We say xi is adjacent to pj if and only if w(xi, pj) = 1.
In order to discuss the quality of algorithms that solve this problem, we define the com-
petitive ratio.
Definition 2.1. Consider an online maximization problem P. Let ALG be a randomized
algorithm that attempts to solve P. Assume there exists an adversary that is allowed
to construct an instance I of P with knowledge of ALG, but without knowledge of the
randomness it will use (this is known as an oblivious adversary). We say that ALG is
α-competitive against an oblivious adversary if for any instance I constructed by such an
adversary,
E[ALG(I)] ≥ α ·OPT(I) + β, (2.2)
where OPT(I) is the offline optimal solution for instance I and β is a constant independent
of I.
2.2 GENERAL GRAPHS
Theorem 2.1 shows that the best policy for OTBMP cannot be better than 1/n-competitive.
Theorem 2.1. No policy for OTBMP is better than 1/n-competitive against an oblivious
adversary.
Proof. Consider an instance where P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and X = {x(0), x(1), . . . , x(n)}. De-
fine w so that w(x(i), pj) = 1 if and only if i = j. Let π be an arbitrary randomized
assignment policy. The adversary will first send x1, x2, . . . , xn−1 = x
(0) (i.e., all edges adja-
cent to these jobs have weight 0). Then, the adversary will send a job xn = x
(j) where pj is
the worker that is least likely to be available after the previous n− 1 assignments have been
made. Note that the adversary can compute this with knowledge of π. Since pj is the worker




the expected reward for π is at most 1
n
, while the optimal offline assignment has a reward
of 1. Hence for any assignment policy π, an oblivious adversary can construct a family of
instances for which E[π(I)] ≤ 1
n
OPT(I). QED.
The algorithm that matches every incoming job to a random worker is 1/n-competitive;
therefore this bound is tight.
Since we know no policy for OTBMP has constant competitive ratio, it makes sense to
consider instances with reasonable restrictions. The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on the fact
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that X includes a job that is not adjacent to any worker. However, in many contexts, the
universe of jobs will not contain such jobs. We will show that even in these cases, there is no




Theorem 2.2. No policy for OTBMP is better than O(1/
√
n)-competitive against an obliv-
ious adversary, even when for every job x ∈ X there exists some worker pj ∈ P such that
w(x, pj) = 1.
Proof. Consider an instance where P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and X = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n)}. De-
fine w so that w(x(i), pj) = 1 if and only if i = j. Let π be an arbitrary randomized assignment




n jobs will have a perfect matching with the
√
n workers least likely to be
available after the first n−
√
n jobs have been assigned (and no other edges). In particular, if
the set of jobs least like to be available is {pj1 , pj2 , . . . , pj√n}, then we can set xn−√n+i = x
(ji)
for 1 ≤ i ≤
√
n. As before, the adversary can compute this with knowledge of π.
The first n−
√
n jobs can earn a reward of at most 1 between them. Each worker besides
p1 has a probability of at most
√
n
n−1 of being available after the first n−
√
n jobs have been
assigned. Therefore the total expected reward,










In addition, OPT(I) =
√
n + 1, since the first job can be matched to p1 and the last
√
n
jobs can be matched according to the perfect matching in an offline setting. Therefore
E[π(I)] ≤ 3 = 3√
n+ 1
OPT(I), (2.4)
and no policy for OTBMP is better than O(1/
√
n)-competitive. QED.
The rest of this section will be devoted to showing that Theorem 2.2 is tight up to constant
factors by giving an Ω(1/
√
n)-competitive algorithm for OTBMP in this setting. We use
an algorithm that assigns a job to an arbitrary available adjacent worker if such a worker is
available. Otherwise we assign the job to a random available worker. We will refer to this
algorithm as “Greedy-Random”, or “GR”. The algorithm is described formally by Algorithm
2.1
Theorem 2.3. GR is Ω(1/
√
n)-competitive when every job is adjacent to at least one worker.
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Algorithm 2.1 GR algorithm for the OTBMP problem
1: Assume we have a known worker set P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, known job universe X , and
known weight function w : X × P → {0, 1}
2: P1 ← P
3: for all jobs xi arriving do
4: σ(xi)← None
5: for all workers pk such that w(xi, pk) = 1 do





11: if σ(xi) is still None then
12: σ(xi)← a random worker from Pi
13: end if
14: Pi+1 ← Pi \ {σ(xi)}
15: end for
Proof. Consider an arbitrary instance of OTBMP where w is defined so that for every x ∈X ,
there is some pj ∈ P such that w(x, pj) = 1. Let GR be the random variable corresponding
to the reward earned by GR on the instance, and let opt be the reward earned by the
offline OPT. Let O(xi) be the worker to which job xi is matched in the offline OPT. Let
M ≡ {xi | w(xi, O(xi)) = 1}, and let M ′ be initialized to the the bopt/2c vertices from M
that arrive first.
We know that job x1 will always earn a reward of 1 using GR, since it must be adjacent
to some worker, and that worker must be available as no other jobs have been assigned. If
x1 is in M
′, remove it. In addition, if x1 is assigned to worker pk and there is a job xj ∈M ′
such that O(xj) = pk, remove xj from M
′
Consider each job xi ∈ M ′ in the order they arrive. When job xi arrives, if it assigned
to worker pk and there is a job xj ∈ M ′ such that O(xj) = pk, remove xj from M ′. In this
way, we guarantee that O(xi) is available unless it was randomly chosen by a job with no




This is because there are at least dopt/2e workers that are unassigned when xi arrives
(corresponding to the second half of M that is never considered in the analysis), and there
are at most n vertices that this set of dopt/2e could be chosen from. Therefore with
probability at least dopt/2e
n
, job xi has at least one available adjacent vertex that it can be
assigned to and therefore earns some reward.
We recall that M ′ has size at least bopt/2c − 2 after processing job x1, and at most half
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of the remainder of M ′ is removed. Therefore we can write
























8n, we can write






















8 ≤ 2.5. Therefore in





8n, we can use the fact that GR must earn a reward for x1 at least to write
E[GR] ≥ 1 ≥ opt√
8n
, (2.12)
and therefore in this case, GR is also 1/(
√
8n)-competitive. QED.
The fact that Θ(1/
√
n)-competitive is optimal leads to the question of whether this result
can be improved for any useful restricted classes of graphs. This will be considered in section
2.3.
2.3 ORDER PRESERVING GRAPHS
We will consider instances of OTBMP in which the underlying graph is order preserving,
as defined in Definition 2.2.
Definition 2.2. An unweighted (X , P )-partite with edge weights w is order preserving if
there is some ordering of the set P , (p1, p2, . . . , pn), such that for any vertex x ∈ X , if
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w(x, pi) = 1, then w(x, pj) = 1 for all j ≤ i. Any ordering of workers that satisfies this
condition is known as an order preserving sequence.
Intuitively, this means that there is some ranking of the workers such that highly ranked
workers can complete a larger subset of the jobs than workers with lower rank.
On this type of problem, an intuitive algorithm is to assign jobs to the least valuable
worker that they are adjacent to, leaving more valuable workers open for future jobs. For-
mally, consider an order preserving (X , P )-partite graph with order preserving sequence
(p1, p2, . . . , pn). Define the policy πhif, termed the Highest Index First (HIF) policy, as fol-
lows: when job xi arrives, assign it to worker pji where ji ≡ max{k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} : pk ∈
Pi and w(xi, pk) = 1}. If no such ji exists, then ji ≡ max{k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} : pk ∈ Pi}.
Theorem 2.4 proves that the HIF policy is optimal for an order-preserving instance of
OTBMP. Note that this result was also proven by [31]. A proof is included here for com-
pleteness.
Theorem 2.4. Consider an order preserving (X , P )-partite graph with order preserving
sequence (p1, p2, . . . , pn). Let Pi be the set of workers that are available when job xi arrives.
Policy πhif produces an optimal assignment for this OTBMP instance.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n. In the base case, when n = 1, there is only
one possible assignment. Therefore any policy will return the optimal solution.
Assume that the HIF policy gives optimal results when the number of workers is at
most n − 1. Suppose that policy πhif leads to jobs x1, x2, . . . , xn begin assigned to workers
ph1 , ph2 , . . . , phn respectively, resulting in total reward rhif.
Suppose that there exists an alternate assignment policy, πalt, which leads to jobs x1, x2, . . . , xn
begin assigned to workers pa1 , pa2 , . . . , pan , respectively, resulting in total reward ralt. Let
k denote the index of the first job assigned to a worker that is different between the two
policies (i.e., phi = pai for i = 1, 2, ..., k − 1, and phk 6= pak).
If ak < hk, then either both policies earned a reward for this assignment, or both did not
(if xk was adjacent to pak but not phk , then the HIF policy would not have assigned job xk to
worker phk since there was at least one available adjacent job). Therefore the two instances
have the same reward at the end of round k. In addition the remaining instance under πhif
has an optimal reward that is at least that of the remaining instance under πalt (the only
difference between the two is that πhif has pak remaining instead of phk ; but any job adjacent
to phk is also adjacent to pak). Since the HIF policy is optimal on the remaining instance,
rhif ≥ ralt.
If ak > hk, then xk must be adjacent to phk and not pak (since otherwise the HIF policy





















(b) Graph for Example 2.2.
Figure 2.1: OTBMP Examples
πalt at the end of round k. In addition, the remaining instance under πalt has an optimal
reward that is at most one more than that of the remaining instance under πhif. Since the
HIF policy is optimal on the remaining instance, rhif ≥ ralt. QED.
We provide two examples to illustrate the necessity of the order preserving policy in
establishing the optimality of the HIF policy. Example 2.1 demonstrates that the policy is
optimal, while Example 2.2 demonstrates that without the order preserving property, the
policy may not be optimal.
Example 2.1. Consider the OTBMP instance with underlying graph shown in Figure 2.1a.
Note that (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) is an order preserving sequence. Assume jobs arrive in the order
(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5). The HIF policy results in jobs x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 being assigned to workers
p2, p5, p4, p3, p1 respectively. This results in an objective value of 5, and hence, the HIF policy
is optimal. Note that this solution is not unique. For example, a solution that assigns these
jobs to workers p2, p5, p3, p4, p1 also results in an objective value of 5.
Example 2.2. Consider the OTBMP instance with underlying graph shown in Figure 2.1b.
Note that the graph is not order preserving, since x1 is adjacent to p1, p2, and p3 while
x4 is adjacent only to p4. Assume jobs arrive in the order (x1, x2, x3, x4). While using the
given ordering, the HIF policy assigns jobs x1, x2, x3, x4 to workers p4, p3, p2, p1 respectively.
This results in an objective value of 3. However, a policy that assigns these jobs to workers
p1, p2, p3, p4 respectively is optimal, with objective value 4.
Example 2.2 demonstrates that the HIF policy is not necessarily optimal on graphs that
are not order preserving. However the order preserving property does not accurately model








Figure 2.2: Graph for Example 2.3.
condition under which the HIF policy is optimal? Example 2.3 provides an instance of
OTBMP in which the underlying graph is not order preserving, yet the HIF policy is optimal.
Example 2.3. Consider an instance of OTBMP with underlying graph shown in Figure 2.2.
Note that the graph is not order preserving since x1 is adjacent to p3 but not p2 while x2
and x3 are adjacent to p2 but not p3. Assume jobs arrive in the order (x1, x2, x3), and that
the workers are ordered (p1, p2, p3). When the HIF policy is applied with the given worker
ordering, it assigns jobs x1, x2, x3 to workers p3, p2, p1 respectively. This results in objective
value of 3. Hence the HIF policy is optimal on this instance.
Example 2.3 suggests that the HIF policy remains optimal even when less restrictive
conditions are placed on the underlying graph. This leads us to suggest a second set of
graphs on which the HIF policy is optimal.
Let G be an (X , P )-partite graph such that X = (x(1), x(2), . . . , x(m)). Let Si ⊆ P be the
set of workers adjacent to job x(i), and let S ≡ {S1, S2, . . . , Sm}.
Intuitively, when |X | is small, an adversary does not have many different options to choose
from. This makes it difficult to construct an instance on which HIF does not perform well.
In particular, when |X | = 2, we can guarantee that there is some ordering of workers under
which HIF will be optimal. That ordering is characterized by Definition 2.3.
Definition 2.3. If |X | = 2, then let S and T be the two distinct sets in S . Any ordering
of workers in P such that
1. If pi ∈ S ∩ T and pj 6∈ S ∩ T then i < j.
2. If pi ∈ S ∪ T and pj 6∈ S ∪ T then i < j.
is an almost order preserving sequence. If |X | = 2, then there is always at least one almost
order preserving sequence.
The remainder of Section 2.3 is devoted to formally showing that order preserving graphs
and graphs with |X | = 2 are the only classes of graphs for which the optimality of HIF can
be guaranteed.
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2.3.1 HIF is Optimal when |X | = 2
The optimality of HIF has already been proven for order preserving graphs. It only remains
to show that HIF is optimal when |X | = 2. Lemma 2.1 is needed to establish that the HIF
policy is optimal on instances of OTBMP with |X | = 2.
Lemma 2.1. Let X = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(m)}, and P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn, p′i}. Consider two
OTBMP instances, the first with worker set P 1 = P \ {pi} and the second with worker
set P 2 = P \ {p′i}. Assume that jobs arrive in the order x1, x2, . . . , xn in both instances.
Suppose that optimal policies for the two instances are labeled π?1 and π
?
2 respectively. Then∣∣r(π?1, P 1)− r(π?2, P 2)∣∣ ≤ 1, (2.13)
where r is the function defined by (2.1).
Proof. Let π̃2 be a policy on P
1 defined so that it matches π?2 on every job assignment,
except for the job assigned to pi by π
?




2)− 1 ≤ r(π̃2, P 1) ≤ r(π∗1, P 1), (2.14)
since π∗2 and π̃2 only differ from each other on one job assignment and π
∗




2)− r(π∗1, P 1) ≤ 1. (2.15)
Defining π̃1 analogously to π̃2 and exchanging the subscripts in the previous argument
gives
r(π∗1, P
1)− r(π∗2, P 2) ≤ 1. (2.16)
Then (2.13) follows from (2.15) and (2.16). QED.
Theorem 2.5 shows that |X | = 2 is sufficient to ensure the optimality of the HIF policy.
Theorem 2.5. Consider an (X , P )-partite graph where |X | = 2 and (p1, p2, . . . , pn) is an
almost order preserving sequence on P . Then the HIF Policy with respect to the ordering
(p1, p2, . . . , pn) yields an optimal assignment for this OTBMP instance.
Proof. We can assume S = {S, T} for some S, T ⊆ P .
The proof proceeds by induction on n. For the base case, when there is only one worker
and job, any policy will be optimal. Assume the HIF policy is optimal for any instance with
fewer than n jobs.
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We will partition P into four mutually exclusive regions. Let RI ≡ S ∩ T , RS ≡ S \ T ,
RT ≡ T \ S, and RO ≡ (S ∪ T )c. Let the HIF policy, πhif, assign jobs x1, x2, . . . , xn to
regions R1, R2, . . . , Rn and attain a reward value of rhif. Assume there is another policy,




2, . . . , R
?
n and attains a reward value of
r? > rhif. Since rhif 6= r?, there must be some job for which the assigned regions differ
between the two policies. Let h be the first such job. Assume without loss of generality that
Sh = S (otherwise variables can be renamed by switching S with T ). There are five cases
to consider:
(1) Rh = RT . The HIF policy will only assign job xh to region RO if there are no available
workers in S or RO. Therefore RT must be the only region with available workers, and
R?h = Rh, which is a contradiction.
(2) Rh = RO. The HIF policy will only assign job xh to region RO if there are no available
workers inside S. Therefore regions RS and RI are full, and R
?
h = RT . Since neither
policy assigns job xh to a worker inside S, the two policies must have the same reward at
the end of round h. The remaining sets of workers under each policy differ by exactly
one, and the differing worker under πhif is better than the differing worker under
π? (that is, the differing worker under πhif can handle a larger set of the incoming
jobs). Since πhif behaves optimally on its remaining instance, r
? ≤ rhif, which is a
contradiction.
(3) Rh = RS and R
?
h = RO or RT . In this case, πhif assigns job xh to a worker inside of S,
while π? assigns job xh to a worker outside of S. Therefore at the end of round h, the
reward under πhif is one more than the reward under π
?. By Lemma 2.1, the reward
under π? on its remaining instance is at most one more than the reward under πhif on
its remaining instance. Therefore r? ≤ rhif, which is a contradiction.
(4) Rh = RS and R
?
h = RI . In this case, both πhif and π
? have assigned job xh to a worker
inside of S. Therefore the two policies must have the same reward value at the end of
round h. The remaining sets of workers under each policy differ by exactly one, and
the differing worker under πhif is better than the differing worker under π
?. Since πhif
behaves optimally on its remaining instance, r? ≤ rhif, which is a contradiction.
(5) Rh = RI . The HIF policy will only assign job xh to region RI if there are no available
workers in RS. Therefore R
? ∈ {RO, RT}. Hence πhif assigns job xh to a worker inside
of S, while π? assigns job xh to a worker outside of S. Therefore at the end of round
h, the reward under πhif is one more than the reward under π
?. By Lemma 2.1, the
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reward under π? on its remaining instance is at most one more than the reward under
πhif on its remaining instance. Therefore r
? ≤ rhif, which is a contradiction.
QED.
2.3.2 Necessary Conditions for the Optimality of HIF
In section 2.3.1, we showed that the HIF policy was optimal when |X | = 2. Once again,
we are faced with the question of whether order preserving or |X | = 2 is necessary for the
optimality of the HIF policy. That is, given any (X , P )-partite graph that is not order
preserving and has |X | > 2 an adversary can find some sequence X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) for
which xi ∈X for all i and the HIF policy will not be optimal.
We first show that HIF is not optimal if the adversary is allowed to pick the worker set
as a subset of P in addition to the incoming job set.
Theorem 2.6. Let G be an (X , P )-partite graph with X = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(m)} and m > 2
that is not order preserving. For any ordering σP of P , there exists P
′ ⊆ P , X ′ ⊂ X , and
some ordering σX of X
′ such that when jobs arrive in order σX , the HIF policy (when applied
to P ′ with workers ordered according to σP ) is not optimal.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary ordering (p1, p2, . . . , pn) of the elements in P .
Since G is not order preserving and |X | > 2, there is some pair of jobs x(1) and x(2) for
which S1 6⊆ S2 and S2 6⊆ S1 (otherwise Si1 ⊆ Si2 ⊆ . . . ,⊆ Sin for some i1, i2, . . . , in, and any
ordering which contains the jobs in Si1 first, the jobs in Si2 second, and so on up to the jobs
in Sin is an order preserving sequence). This means that there is some worker pi ∈ S1 \ S2
and some worker pj ∈ S2 \ S1. In addition, since |S | > 2, there must be some job x(3) for
which S3 is distinct from both S1 and S2. There are 3 cases:
1. If S3 contains both pi and pj, then let P
′ = {pi, pj}. If i < j, then consider the instance
in which jobs arrive in order (x(3), x(2)). Since x(3) is adjacent to both pi and pj and
j > i, then the HIF policy will assign job x(3) to worker pj. This leaves job x
(2) to be
assigned to worker pi. The reward (given by (2.1)) under this assignment is 1, whereas
swapping the two assignments gives a reward of 2. This means that the HIF policy
is not optimal. If i > j, then a similar argument shows that the HIF policy is not
optimal when jobs arrive in order (x(3), x(1)).
2. If S3 contains neither pi nor pj, then then let P
′ = {pi, pj}. If i < j, then consider the
instance in which jobs arrive in order (x(3), x(2)). Since x(3) is not adjacent to either
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pi or pj and j > i, then the HIF policy will assign job x
(3) to worker pj. This leaves
job x(2) to be assigned to worker pi. The reward under this assignment is 0, whereas
swapping the two assignments gives a reward of 1. This means that the HIF policy
is not optimal. If i > j, then a similar argument shows that the HIF policy is not
optimal when jobs arrive in order (x(3), x(1)).
3. Suppose S3 contains exactly one of pi and pj. Assume without loss of generality that
pj ∈ S3 and pi 6∈ S3. Then there must be some worker, pk, that distinguishes S3 from
S2. Figure 2.3 shows the possibilities for pk.
(a) If pk ∈ S3 \ (S2 ∪ S1), then let P ′ = {pi, pk}. If i < k, let jobs arrive in order
(x(2), x(3)). Since x(2) is not adjacent to either pi or pk and k > i, then the HIF
policy will assign job x(2) to worker pk. This leaves x
(3) to be assigned to worker
pi. The reward under this assignment is 0, while swapping the two assignments
gives a reward of 1. This means that the HIF policy is not optimal. If i > k, then
a similar argument shows that the HIF policy is not optimal when jobs arrive in
order (x(2), x(1)).
(b) If pk ∈ S3 ∩ S1 but pk 6∈ S2, then let P ′ = {pj, pk}. If j < k, let jobs arrive in
order (x(3), x(1)). Since x(3) is adjacent to both pj and pk and k > j, then the
HIF policy will assign job x(3) to worker pj. This leaves job x
(1) to be assigned
to worker pj. The reward under this assignment is 1, while swapping the two
assignments gives a reward of 2. This means that the HIF policy is not optimal.
If k < j, then a similar argument shows that the HIF policy is not optimal when
jobs arrive in order (x(2), x(3)).
(c) If pk ∈ S2 \ (S1 ∪ S3), then let P ′ = {pi, pk}. If i < k, let jobs arrive in order
(x(3), x(2)). Since x(3) is not adjacent to either pi or pk and k > i, then the
HIF policy will assign job x(3) to worker pk. This leaves job x
(2) to be assigned
to worker pi. The reward under this assignment is 0, while swapping the two
assignments gives a reward of 1. This means that the HIF policy is not optimal.
If i > k, then a similar argument shows that the HIF policy is not optimal when
jobs arrive in order (x(3), x(1)).
(d) If pk ∈ S1 ∪ S2 but pk 6∈ S3, then let P ′ = {pj, pk}. If j < k, let jobs arrive in
order (x(2), x(1)). Since x(2) is adjacent to both pj and pk and k > j, then the
HIF policy will assign job x(2) to worker pk. This leaves job x
(1) to be assigned
to worker pj. The reward under this assignment is 1, whereas swapping the two























(d) pk ∈ (S1∩S2)\S3
Figure 2.3: Possibilities for pk.
If j > k, then a similar argument shows that the HIF policy is not optimal when
jobs arrive in order (x(2), x(3)).
QED.
Note that in the proof of Theorem 2.6 |X ′| = |P ′| = 2. This will allow us to show that
HIF is necessary in the sense described at the beginning of this section.
Corollary 2.1. Let G = (V,E) be an (X , P )-partite graph that is not order preserving
and has |X | > 2. For any ordering σP of P , there exists X ⊂X , and some ordering σX of
X such that when jobs arrive in order σX , the HIF policy is not optimal.
Proof. Assume the instance constructed by the Proof of Theorem 2.6 had P ′ = {pj, pk} and
X ′ = {xk, x`} with jobs arriving in order xk, x`. Then the adversary can construct X by
sending in copies of xk until exactly one job in P
′ is occupied, and then send in copies of x`
until all workers have been filled.
Then the assignment to workers pj and p` will be the same as when HIF was performed
on X ′ and P ′. Since, using the arguments provided in the proof Theorem 2.6, the policy
that made the same assignments except for switching the jobs assigned to pj and p` is one
better than the assignment given by HIF, HIF is not optimal. QED.
2.4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Matching problems have been well studied in the literature, given the breadth of real-world
problems that they model. This chapter introduces and studies the Online Total Bipartite
Matching Problem, providing tight bounds on the competitive ratio for more general versions
of the problem. It also formalizes the intuitive policy on order preserving graphs as the HIF
policy, and rigorously shows exactly when this policy is guaranteed to be optimal.
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While OTBMP may be too simple for most real world applications, we believe that this
work can provide the foundation for a more realistic model then those previously studied.
Extending these results to more complex models is one direction for future research. For
example, we could adjust our model to accommodate ongoing arrivals, with workers available
to be reused after completing a job. We could also consider OTBMP from a more theoretical
perspective, and extend these results to more general classes graphs or different arrival
models (such as random arrivals or stochastic arrivals).
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CHAPTER 3: REUSABLE SEQUENTIAL STOCHASTIC ASSIGNMENT
PROBLEM
Recall that a second problem with using standard SSAP to model real world problems,
and in particular, the aviation security passenger screening problem, is that in traditional
SSAP, once a worker is used, it cannot be used again. To solve this complaint, this chap-
ter introduces a variation of SSAP, titled the Reusable Sequential Stochastic Assignment
Problem (RSSAP). In traditional SSAP, once a worker receives a job assignment, it cannot
be used for the remainder of the instance. In RSSAP, each job is associated with a length
of time. When a worker receives a job assignment, it will finish processing the job afcer
the given length of time, and will then be available to receive new job assignments. The
chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the problem formulation. Section 3.2
proposes approximation algorithms for RSSAP where the job values are IID. Section 3.3
assumes no prior information on job values and proposes an algorithm for RSSAP when jobs
have a random order of arrivals. Section 3.4 presents a summary of the results and provides
concluding remarks.
Note that this work was done jointly with Ge Yu, and much of it also appears in Chapter
5 of her thesis [32].
3.1 RSSAP FORMULATION
This section describes the stochastic online matching problem with reusable resources in
the setting of sequential stochastic assignment problems with reusable workers (RSSAP).
The model is described using the classic SSAP setting with workers and jobs, which may
be extended to other scenarios including interval scheduling problems and online bidding
problems.
Let M denote the total number of workers and {wm} denote the success rate for each
worker, with w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wM . A worker who is assigned to a job and has not completed
that job is said to be busy ; otherwise, the worker is said to be available. Each arriving job
has a three-dimensional vector revealed upon arrival, with the first component representing
the arrival time, the second component representing the job value and the third component
representing the job length. For example, if a job length is 2 and a worker is assigned to the
job at time t = 1, the worker becomes available again at time t = 3. Let jn = (an, vn, ln)
denote the three-dimensional vector for the nth job arrival, n = 1, 2, . . .. Let a(J), v(J) and
l(J) represent the arrival time, the value and the length of job J , respectively. We study
the special case where all jobs have the same length, denoted by l0. Let Fv(v) denote the
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cumulative distribution function (cdf) for job values.
In RSSAP, the time axis is divided into slots, indexed by t = 1, 2, . . . , T . Jobs are assumed
to arrive at the beginning of the time slot, and are assigned to one of the available workers
or discarded immediately. Moreover, we assume that jobs will be completed at the end of
time slots. Note that the assumption of jobs being completed at the end of time slots is
superfluous, since workers who complete a job in the middle of a slot cannot be assigned to
any job until the beginning of the next time slot. A job arrives at the beginning of each
time slot with probability p. This job arrival process is defined as geometric arrivals, since
the inter-arrival times are IID geometric random variables. The geometric arrival process
is the discrete-time counterpart for a Poisson process. If a time slot has no job arrival, we
assume that there is a virtual job with value zero and length same as real jobs arriving at
the beginning of this slot [3]. Therefore, each job keeps the assigned worker busy over the
time period [an, an + ln) (an ∈ Z+ and ln ∈ Z+
⋃
{0} for all n).
We consider a sequence of jobs that arrives during the time interval [1, T ]. Define a
sequence of assignment variables, Xn,m ∈ {0, 1}, as an indicator of the nth job assigned to
worker wm (we use the success rate to refer to a worker). Job assignments are assumed to be
irrevocable and non-preemptive. Moreover, a job can be assigned to at most one worker, and
a worker can be assigned to at most one job at a time. An algorithm A defines a sequence
of assignment variables, {XAn,m} for n = 1, 2, . . . , T and m = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
The objective of RSSAP is to maximize the expected reward for assigning all the jobs
using available workers, where the expectation is with respect to the distribution of job
sequences and the randomization of the algorithm (for randomized algorithm only). The
reward for assigning job Jn using algorithm A, denoted by RA(Jn), is given by the product





Dynamic programming can be applied to obtain the optimal offline algorithm for a given
job sequence. However, dynamic programming is intractable due to the state space dimension
[33]. Therefore, we seek approximation algorithms and compare our algorithms to the value
of the optimal online algorithm.
Definition 3.1. Let OPT denote the optimal (maximal) expected reward for assigning job
sequences in RSSAP. Let R(A) denote the reward for assigning such job sequences using
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where the expectation in the numerator is taken with respect to the distribution of job
sequences, while the expectation in the denominator is taken with respect to the distribution
of job sequences and the randomization of A (for randomized algorithm only).
3.2 APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR RSSAP WITH IID JOB ARRIVALS
This section provides approximation algorithms for RSSAP with IID job arrivals. Two
cases are considered: (a) all jobs have the same fixed length and IID values with distribution
Fv(v); (b) all jobs have IID memoryless length and IID values with distribution Fv(v). The
proposed approximation algorithms for both cases are Greedy SSAP optimal policies.
3.2.1 Preliminary: Classic SSAP Policy
[19] introduce the sequential stochastic assignment problem (SSAP), where T workers with
success rates τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ . . . ≤ τT are assigned to T sequentially arriving jobs with values
{Ct}Tt=1 (random variables) revealed upon arrival. This problem is referred to as the T -depth
SSAP problem. The objective is to maximize the total expected reward E[
∑T
t=1 τjtCt], where
jt is the index of the worker assigned to the t
th job with value Ct. The optimal policy uses
recursive equations to compute threshold values for each job assignment, which motivates
our proposed approximation algorithms for RSSAP.
Theorem 3.1 ([19]). For the tth job arrival with job value Ct, there are T − t + 1 workers
available, t = 1, 2, . . . , T . The thresholds for Ct are given by −∞ = aT−t0 ≤ aT−t1 ≤ . . . ≤









+ aT−t−1i (1− FC(aT−t−1i )), i = 1, 2, . . . , T − t, (3.4)
where FC(x) is the distribution for job values. If Ct ∈ (aT−ti−1 , aT−ti ], then the worker with the
ith smallest success rate among the T − t + 1 available workers is assigned to the tth job
under the optimal policy (referred to as the SSAP optimal policy). Moreover, aT−ti is the
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expected job value that is assigned to the worker with ith smallest success rate among the
T − t available workers for i = 1, 2, . . . , T − t.
[3] consider a Generalized SSAP problem (GSSAP), where at each time t a job arrives
with some probability 0 < p ≤ 1. Therefore, the total number of arriving jobs is a random
variable. They show that this GSSAP is equivalent to an SSAP with cdf given by
FG(x) = (1− p) + pFC(x). (3.5)
That is, no job arrival is treated as an arriving job with value zero. The optimal policy for
the GSSAP is given by Theorem 3.1 with FG(x) substituted for FC(x). FG(x) is referred to
the refined value distribution.
We consider equal-length job sequences. Let l0 ∈ Z+
⋃
{0} denote the length of each job. If
l0 ≤ 1, then the optimal solution is to assign every arriving job to the worker with the largest
success rate, who is able to complete all jobs. We assume l0 ≥ 2 in the following analysis.
Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 consider a single available worker while Section 3.2.4 discusses the
case of multiple workers.
Several definitions are needed. The time interval starting from the arrival time (included)
of an assigned job until its completion time (not included) is referred to as the blocking
window of the assigned job. Jobs arriving after the assigned job and during this blocking
window are blocked by this assigned job (the assigned job is in its own blocking window)
since assignments are irrevocable and non-preemptive. Therefore, only one job can be as-
signed within each blocking window. In the case of IID arrivals, all blocking windows are
deterministic with the same size of l0.
3.2.2 A Single Worker
Since only one worker is available, we assume that w1 = 1. We divide the time axis
into stages, which are time intervals of length (2l0 − 1) and are numbered sequentially. For
example, the time interval starting from t = 1 and lasting until t = 2l0 (i.e., [1, 2l0)) is
referred to as stage one, the time interval from t = 2l0 to t = 4l0 − 1 (i.e., [2l0, 4l0 − 1)) is
referred to as stage two, and so forth. We propose the Greedy Threshold algorithm, which
is a threshold algorithm based on the optimal policy for SSAP.
The intuition behind the Greedy Threshold algorithm is as follows: (1) the worker should
be used as many times as possible, and (2) the worker should be assigned to a job with the
highest value (in expectation) whenever the worker is available. According to the Greedy
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Algorithm 3.1 Greedy Threshold Algorithm
1: Compute the refined cdf FG(v) for job values using (3.5).
2: Compute the threshold values in a l0-depth SSAP problem with job value distribution
FG(v), {aji}. Then a
j
i is the expected value of the i
th smallest job value among j IID
jobs with cdf FG(v), for i = 1, 2, . . . , j and j = 1, 2, . . . , l0.
3: Beginning at stage one (i.e., from t = 1 to t = 2l0).
4: while t ≤ T do
5: Re-index the time slots in each stage as t′ = 1 to t′ = 2l0.
6: If a job J arrives at time t′, then J will be assigned to worker w1 if and only if
v(J) ≥ al0−t′l0−t′ , (3.6)
for t′ = 1, 2, . . . , l0 with a
0
0 = 0.
7: If worker w1 is assigned a job, let t
∗ denote the arrival time of the job. Then the job
will be completed at t = t∗ + l0. Therefore, the next stage is defined as starting from
t = t∗ + l0 until t = t
∗ + 3l0 − 1. Otherwise, let t∗ denote the re-indexed time t′ = l0,
and the next stage is defined as starting from t = t∗ + 1 until t = t∗ + 2l0.
8: end while
Threshold algorithm, the worker is used at least once every (2l0− 1) time slots and assigned
to the job with the highest value among blocked jobs, in expectation.
To compute the approximation ratio of the Greedy Threshold algorithm, we first derive an
upper bound for the optimal expected reward. Then we give a lower bound for the expected
reward using the Greedy Threshold algorithm. Note that the Greedy Threshold algorithm
is a deterministic algorithm, and hence, the expectation is taken over the distribution of the
job sequence.
Lemma 3.1. An upper bound for the optimal expected reward for assigning equal-length




c+ 1)al0l0 , (3.7)
where T is the arrival time of the last job, l0 is the job length, and a
l0
l0
, defined by (3.3), is
the expectation of the largest job value for l0 IID job values.
Proof. The proof uses properties of the IID arrivals of the job sequence. We provide upper
bounds for two elements: (1) the total number of completed job assignments; (2) the expected
job value for each job assignment. The product of upper bounds for these two elements
provides an upper bound for the optimal expected reward.
Consider the total number of job assignments the worker is able to complete. Since each
job will take l0 time slots to complete, the total number of completed assignments is at most
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(b(T − 1)/l0c+ 1), which is achieved by assigning jobs to the worker back-to-back (the last
assignment may be completed after T ).
Consider the expected job value assigned to the worker. Each time a job is assigned to the
worker, the job will incur a blocking window of length l0. Since job arrivals in the entire job
sequence are IID, each blocking window of length l0 has the same distribution, and hence,
the optimal reward earned by any assignment can be upper bounded by the expected reward
earned by an optimal online algorithm trying to pick the largest job from a stream of l0 jobs.
Using proof techniques from [19]’s proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that this upper bound
is equal to al0l0 . In particular, we use induction on l0. For the base case, when l0 = 1, the







Assume the algorithm with he highest expectation on l0−1 jobs has expectation al0−1l0−1. Then
consider attempting to maximize the expectation over l0 jobs. The clear optimal strategy is
to pick the first job if it’s expectation is higher than aal0−1l0 − 1, or to discard it otherwise.
Then in expectation, this produces a reward of
PX∼FG [X > a
l0−1
l0−1]EX∼FG [X|X > a
l0−1
















Therefore by induction, the optimal algorithm that tries to maximize the expected job value




The product of these two upper bounds gives an upper bound for the optimal expected
reward. QED.
Proposition 3.1 provides a lower bound for the expected reward using the Greedy Thresh-
old algorithm.
Proposition 3.1. A lower bound for the expected reward using the Greedy Threshold
algorithm, E[RGT ], is




where the expectation is taken over the distribution of the job sequence.
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Proof. Since the Greedy Threshold algorithm treats each stage the same way and job arrivals
are IID, the expected reward using the Greedy Threshold algorithm is the product of the
number of stages and the expected reward in each stage.
First, we consider the number of stages. From the Greedy Threshold algorithm, the worker
is assigned once in each stage. Therefore, the total number of stages is the total number of
jobs completed by the worker, denoted by N(S). Note that the actual size of a stage is less
than or equal to (2l0 − 1), and hence, N(S) has a lower bound given by
N(S) ≥ b T − 1
2l0 − 1
c. (3.12)
Next, we consider the expected reward for the Greedy Threshold algorithm in each stage.
Since the threshold values for the l0-depth SSAP problem are used for assigning jobs to the
worker, then from Theorem 3.1, the expected reward for each stage is al0l0 .
Combining the number of stages and the expected reward in each stage together leads to
the desired result. QED.
Theorem 3.2 provides the approximation ratio of the Greedy Threshold algorithm on
equal-length job sequences.
Theorem 3.2. The Greedy Threshold algorithm is asymptotically a (2− 1
l0
)-approximation
for IID equal-length job sequences, where l0 is the job length.
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.1. In particular, let





















as T → +∞. QED.
Theorem 3.2 holds for any job value distribution Fv(v)(FG(v)) with finite mean. Moreover,
Theorem 3.2 holds for jobs with non-integer (continuous) lengths, as long as job arrivals only
happen at the beginning of time slots.
3.2.3 Fixed-threshold Algorithm for a Single Worker
This section considers a class of Greedy algorithms using a single fixed threshold, as
a comparison with the Greedy Threshold algorithm proposed in Section 3.2.2.For general
distributions of job values, the approximation ratio of the Greedy algorithm with a fixed
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threshold (referred to as the Fixed-threshold algorithm) does not have a simple closed-form
expression. However, if the job value follows a uniform distribution, the expression for the
approximation ratio of the Fixed-threshold algorithm can be obtained.
Let v̂ denote the threshold for the job value under the Fixed-threshold algorithm: if
v(J) ≥ v̂ and the worker is available, assign job J to the worker; otherwise, discard the job.
We will determine the value of v̂ later. To analyze the Fixed-threshold algorithm, divide the
time axis into stages: the time interval starting from the time slot when the worker is first
available after completing a previous job until the time slot when the worker completes one
job assignment. For example, the first stage starts from time t = 1 until the time when the
worker completes the first job assignment, denoted by t1. Then the second stage starts from
t1 until the time when the worker completes the second job assignment. That is, one job is
completed in each stage.
Let Li denote the length of stage i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , NS, where NS denotes the total
number of stages that have occurred by time T (the last stage may be completed after T ).
Let Ri denote the reward achieved by the Fixed-threshold algorithm in stage i. Then, {Li}
and {Ri} are both IID random variables, since the Fixed-threshold algorithm uses the same
threshold value for all job assignments. Moreover, each stage consists of two parts: (1) the
worker waits to be assigned in the first part, whose length is a geometrically distributed
random variable with parameter pL given by
pL = P(the worker is assigned at a time slot t) (3.14)
= P (job J is assigned to the worker | job J arrives)P (job J arrives) (3.15)
= pP(v(J) ≥ v̂); (3.16)





+ l0 − 1, (3.17)
where the minus one is because the geometric distribution of the first part starts from zero.
The expectation of Ri is given by E[Ri] = E[v(J) | v(J) ≥ v̂], where the expectation is taken
with respect to the original value distribution Fv(v).
Since the number of stages that have occurred by any time t is a renewal process, NS is a
stopping rule for both {Li} and {Ri}. Let RFT denote the reward using the Fixed-threshold
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E[RFT ] = E[
NS∑
i=1




Therefore, maximizing the lower bound for E[RFT ] is the same as maximizing the ratio
E[Ri]/E[Li]. Substituting (3.17) into (3.19) leads to the following optimization problem:
max
v̂∈[vmin,vmax]
E[v(J) | v(J) ≥ v̂]
1
pP(v(J)≥v̂) + l0 − 1
, (3.20)
where [vmin, vmax] is the support for the job value. To obtain the optimal threshold v̂, take
the derivative of (3.20) with respect to v̂ and set the derivative to zero,
v̂
(E[v(J)|v(J) ≥ v̂]− v̂)P(v(J) ≥ v̂)
= p(l0 − 1). (3.21)
In general, there is no closed-form solution to (3.21), and hence, the specific choice of a
threshold for job values v̂ depends on parameters of the distribution. We take uniform
distributions and exponential distributions as examples.
If the job value is uniformly distributed on [A,B] (i.e., Fv(v) = (v − A)/(B − A) for








) = p(l0 − 1). (3.22)
This can be rewritten as
p(l0 − 1)v̂2 − 2(p(l0 − 1)B +B − A)v̂ + p(l0 − 1)B2 = 0 (3.23)
Therefore
v̂ =
2(p(l0 − 1)B +B − A)±
√




(l0 − 1)pB + (B − A)±
√
2(B − A)(l0 − 1)pB + (B − A)2
(l0 − 1)p
(3.25)
Note that if we add the discriminant, the resulting value is larger than B, but we only
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only want to consider V̂ ∈ [A,B]. Therefore we use the root that subtracts the discriminant,
giving a final threshold of
v̂ =
(l0 − 1)pB + (B − A)−
√
2(B − A)(l0 − 1)pB + (B − A)2
(l0 − 1)p
. (3.26)
To compute a lower bound on the expected reward, we note that since value computed
above is optimal, using other value from [A−B] for v̂ will produce a smaller expected reward,
and therefore is a lower bound on the optimal reward. In particular, if we substitute v̂ = A
into (3.19) (where E[Ri]/E[Li] is given by (3.20)), we get
E[RFT ] ≥ T
E[v(J) | v(J) ≥ v̂]
1





p(B−v̂) + l0 − 1
(3.28)
≥ T (1/2)(B + A)
B−A






1 + p(l0 − 1)
(3.30)
We would like to compare this to the optimal expected reward for jobs with values uni-
formly distributed on [A,B], which is upper bounded by
RU
?
E ≤ (b(T − 1)/l0c+ 1)
(




where the first factor corresponds to the maximum number of jobs that could be assigned
and the second factor is the expected value of the largest value when l0 values are selected
from a uniform distribution on [A,B], which is an upper bound on the expected value of
any single job in a blocking window of length l0.
Let γUFT denote the approximation ratio of the Fixed-threshold algorithm. Then combining





≤ l0B + A
l0(l0 + 1)
2(1 + (l0 − 1)p)
p(B + A)
T + l0 − 1
T
(3.33)
≤ 21 + (l0 − 1)p
(l0 + 1)p




Note that 1 + (l0 − 1)p ≤ (l0 + 1)p for p ≥ 1/2. Therefore, the asymptotic approximation
ratio of the Fixed-threshold algorithm is less than 2 for p ≥ 1/2.
3.2.4 Multiple Workers
This section extends the results in Section 3.2.2 to the case of multiple workers. Suppose
that there are M workers available, with success rates w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wM . Similar to the
case of a single worker, the time axis is divided into stages of length (2l0 − 1).
If M < l0, these workers may not be able to complete all jobs in a sequence. On the other
hand, if M ≥ l0, there will always be redundant workers, and workers with the l0 largest
success rates are able to complete all the jobs in a job sequence. Lemma 3.2 gives an upper
bound for the optimal expected reward using multiple workers.
Lemma 3.2. An upper bound for the optimal expected reward for assigning equal-length
job sequences to multiple workers, denoted by R∗M , is




where M is the number of workers with success rates w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wM , T is the
arrival time of the last job, l0 is the common job length, and {al0i }, defined by (3.3), are the
expectations of the order statistics of l0 IID job values with cdf FG(v), for i = 1, 2, . . . , l0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. We consider an easier problem where
every l0 rounds (which we will call a stage), all workers are released and can accept new jobs.
Notice that any solution to RSSAP is also a solution to this new problem, and therefore an
upper bound for the new problem is also an upper bound for RSSAP. We prove the upper
bound by providing upper bounds for two elements: (1) the number of job assignments each
worker can complete, and (2) the expected job value that is assigned to each worker in a
stage.
Since each worker can only complete one job in each stage, an upper bound for the number
of jobs each worker can complete is (b(T − 1)/l0c+ 1). Since only M workers are available,
the optimal expected reward obtainable during any time interval of length l0 has an upper
bound given by the optimal reward for assigning the l0 jobs to min{M, l0} workers with the
largest success rates. Since each stage is an example of a standard SSAP problem, from






i wM−l0+i. Combining these two upper bounds leads to the
desired result. QED.
The algorithm for RSSAP with multiple workers, the Greedy SSAP-stage algorithm, is
similar to the Greedy Threshold algorithm. The time axis is divided into (2l0 − 1)-length
stages, and each worker (if M > l0, then only workers with the l0 largest success rates
are used) is assigned to one job in each stage. At the beginning of each stage, all workers
complete previously assigned jobs and become available. The only difference is that workers
have their own threshold values, which is a result of the heterogeneity of workers and Hardy’s
Lemma [34]. The l0-depth SSAP optimal policy is applied in the first half of each stage:
the worker with the largest success rate is assigned to the job with the largest value (in
expectation) out of l0 IID jobs (i.e., jobs in a blocking window); the worker with the second
largest success rate is assigned to the job with the second largest value (in expectation) out
of l0 IID jobs; and so on. For simplicity, if l0 > M , add l0 −M virtual workers with success
rates zero and refer the virtual and original workers together as workers with success rates
w′1 ≤ w′2 ≤ . . . w′l0 . Otherwise, if l0 ≤ M , only use workers with the l0 largest success rates
and refer them as workers with success rates w′1 ≤ w′2 ≤ . . . ≤ w′l0 .
Algorithm 3.2 Greedy SSAP-stage Algorithm
1: Compute the refined cdf FG(v) for job values using (3.5).
2: Compute the threshold values in a l0-depth SSAP problem with job value distribution
FG(v), {aji}. Then a
j
i is the expected value of the i
th smallest job value among j IID
jobs with cdf FG(v), for i = 1, 2, . . . , j and j = 1, 2, . . . , l0.
3: Beginning at stage one (i.e., from t = 1 to t = 2l0).
4: while t ≤ T do
5: Reindex the time slots in each stage as t′ = 1 to t′ = 2l0.




2 ≤ . . . ≤ wt
′
l0−t′+1 available. If a job J arrives,
then J is assigned to worker wt
′
j if and only if
al0−t
′
j−1 ≤ v(J) < a
l0−t′
j , (3.36)
for t′ = 1, . . . , l0 with a
k
0 = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . , l0 − 1.
7: At time tc = 2l0, all workers are available again. Therefore, the next stage is defined
as starting from t = tc till t = tc + 2l0.
8: end while
Proposition 3.2. A lower bound for the expected reward using the Greedy SSAP-stage
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where the expectation is taken over the distribution of the job sequence.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1. Since job values are IID and the
Greedy SSAP-stage algorithm assigns jobs arriving in each stage using the same rule, by
Wald’s identity, the expected reward using the Greedy SSAP-stage algorithm is the product
of the expected number of stages and the expected reward in each stage. The lower bound
for the total number of stages still holds (see (3.12)). Since the optimal policy for an l0-
depth SSAP problem is used by the Greedy SSAP-stage algorithm in each stage, then from




i wM−l0+i . Combining
the lower bound for the expected number of stages and the expected reward in each stage
completes the proof. QED.
Theorem 3.3. The Greedy SSAP-stage algorithm is asymptotically (2− 1
l0
)-competitive for
IID equal-length job sequences using multiple workers.
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.2. Let γGSS denote


























as T → +∞. QED.
3.3 APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR RSSAP WITH A RANDOM ORDER OF
ARRIVALS
This section maintains the assumption that all jobs have length l0, but relaxes the as-
sumption that job values are drawn from a given distribution, instead assuming that jobs
have a random order of arrivals. Therefore, jobs are randomly ordered such that the ith
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arriving job is equally likely to have the jth largest value for all i, j = 1, 2, ..., T , where T
denotes the given total number of jobs. To analyze the algorithms in this setting, instead
of using the approximation ratio from the previous section, we will analyze our algorithms
using the more standard competitive ratio as defined in Definition 3.2.
Definition 3.2. Let opt denote the optimal expected reward for an offline algorithm assign-
ing job sequences in RSSAP. Let R(A) denote the reward for assigning such job sequences





with the expectation in the numerator taken with respect to the random arrival order, and
expectation in the denominator is taken with respect to both the random arrival order and
the randomization of A.
Our algorithm adapts the BOM algorithm, proposed by [35] for the weighted bipartite
online matching problem. In the weighted bipartite online matching problem, right-side
vertices R of an edge-weighted bipartite graph G = (R
⋃
L,E) are given in advance. Left-
side vertices arrive one at a time with their edges and weights of edges revealed. The BOM
algorithm decides either to match an arriving left-side vertex to an unmatched right-side
vertex or discard the left-side vertex upon each arrival: observes the first bN/ec arriving
vertices for training (N is the given total number of right-side vertices); beginning from
the (bN/ec + 1)th arriving vertex, matches the new vertex based on the optimal (offline)
matching for the set of vertices observed to date. [35] prove that the BOM algorithm is
e-competitive for the weighted bipartite online matching problem. This is formally stated
in Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.4 ([35]). Let RBOM be the reward earned by the BOM algorithm on an instance
of the online matching problem with n randomly ordered arrivals, and let opt be the offline
optimal reward on the same instance (note that opt is deterministic, since the offline optimal









The BOM algorithm matches each vertex at most once, and hence, is not directly appli-
cable to RSSAP.
This section considers equal-length job sequences. Let l0 denote the length of each job
and assume l0 ≥ 3. Let T denote the given total number of jobs. We consider a special
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class of geometric arrivals with p = 1 (i.e., a job arrives at the beginning of each time
slot with probability 1). Suppose that there are M available workers, with success rates
w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wM .
We propose the repeated BOM algorithm for scheduling equal-length job sequences with
a random order of arrivals. In particular, we apply the BOM algorithm to windows of l0
jobs, then skip the next window to wait until all jobs are available again. We odd numbered
windows with probability 1/2, and even numbered windows otherwise.
Algorithm 3.3 Repeated BOM algorithm
1: Let R = 1 with probability 1/2, let R = 0 otherwise
2: for the ith window (where i ranges from 1 to bT/l0c and each window contains l0 time
slots) do
3: if i ≡ R mod 2 then
4: for the job J arriving in the tth time slot of this window do
5: if t ≤ bl0/ec then
6: discard J and continue
7: else
8: compute the optimal matching Mi,t on all jobs seen so far in this window
9: let w be the worker J is assigned to in Mi,t
10: if w has not been assigned during window i then






Theorem 3.5 proves that the rolling window algorithm is 2 l0e
l0−e -competitive for equal-length
jobs. Note that this is constant for fixed l0, and approaches e as l0 → ∞. In particular,
when l0 = 3, we are guaranteed a 60-competitive algorithm, while with l0 as low as 9, we
are guaranteed an 8-competitive algorithm.
Theorem 3.5. The repeated BOM algorithm is asymptotically 2 l0e
l0−e -competitive for equal-
length job sequences with a random order of arrivals.
Proof. We consider each window separately and take all expectations over the random arrival
order and random choice of R. Let E[Wi] be the expected reward on window i, and recall
that Mi,l0 is optimal offline matching on all of window i. Let |Mi,l0| be the value of matching
Mi,l0 Let opt be the value of the offline optimal solution, and let opti be the value of the





















where the first inequality follows from Theorem 3.4 and the fact that we use the BOM
algorithm on a given window with probability 1/2, and the second inequality follows from
the fact that Mi,l0 is the optimal matching on window i, and therefore is at least the value
of opti.


























(E[opt]− E[optlast]) , (3.46)
where optlast is the portion of opt attributed to any jobs arriving after the last full window



















In RSSAP, the reward for assigning a job to a worker is given by the product of the worker’s
success rate and the job value. However, the rolling window algorithm can be generalized to
cases where rewards for assigning a job J to a work wm is given by any function r(J, wm),
and Theorem 3.5 still holds.
3.4 CONCLUSION
This chapter considers RSSAP, a stochastic online matching problem with reusable re-
sources, where workers are reusable and capable of performing more jobs after completing
previously assigned jobs. Approximation algorithms are proposed for two kinds of fixed-
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length job sequences: (1) jobs with IID values following a given distribution, and (2) jobs
with a random order of arrivals.
RSSAP can also be classified as stochastic online interval scheduling problems for equal-
length and memoryless-length job sequences. Job arrival times are discretized and values
are drawn from a given distribution or a random permutation. Job assignments are assumed
to be non-preemptive such that an assigned job has to be completed without interruption
or termination. The reward for completing a job is the product of the job value and the
machine weight. The approximation ratio of an online algorithm is the ratio of the optimal
expected reward to the expected reward for the algorithm, with expectations taken over
the distribution of the job sequence. The stochastic interval scheduling problem evaluates
the average performance of online algorithms, which is different from the classic worst-case
analysis for online interval scheduling problems. Results in this chapter show that meaningful
competitive ratios can be derived with extra distributional information on the job sequence,
in contrast to the infinite competitive ratio from worst-case analysis.
There are several directions to extend the work. Firstly, we only consider RSSAP on fixed
length jobs. It would be interesting to extend these results to jobs with randomly generated
lengths (e.g. from a geometric distribution). RSSAP with other classes of jobs is another
possible direction to investigate. For example, another class of widely-studied jobs for on-
line interval scheduling problems is C-benevolent jobs, whose values follow a non-negative,
increasing, and convex function of lengths [36]. Finally, other classes of approximation
algorithms may be explored. Approximation algorithms based on the Primal-Dual linear
programs and the Cooperative Greedy algorithm [37] may be promising candidates. Last
but not least, there is no lower bound for competitive ratios of approximation algorithms
for RSSAP available in the literature yet. Deriving lower bounds for competitive ratios of
online algorithms for RSSAP is another direction worth investigation.
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